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the film revolves around the story of an indian
woman who flees her arranged marriage in

pakistan in pursuit of her boyfriend who is living
there. the movie is about how she gets reunited

with her boyfriend and also the journey they
take together. jimmy shergill and everyone else
in the cast did a good job. the dialogues in the

film are great and the concept of the film is
unique. the cinematography of the film was

great and the storyline was interesting. the film
had all the ingredients to make it a hit. the first
part of happy bhag jayegi had some interesting

characters and the story was simple yet
entertaining. this was basically a film which

should have been a comedy but turned out to
be a much more than that. the happy bhag

jayegi returns is a completely different film! the
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actress-turned-director, sonakshi sinha in her
directorial debut, happy bhag jayegi remains as

popular as it was in the initial part. while the
former was seen as a romantic comedy, the

sequel is completely different. the film, which is
set to release in the last week of march, is

expected to be a fun-filled ride. even though the
film is titled happy bhag jayegi returns, the

director has revealed that the film is not
actually a sequel. yes, the original happy bhag
jayegi has a sequel and it will be released soon
in 2017. but the happy bhag jayegi returns film
is a completely different film, which is still in the

making. the director sonakshi sinha has also
revealed that this is the first time that she is

doing a sequel and this time she is not replacing
the leading actress. this film is also a full length
feature, and the actress believes that this film
should be a fresh experience for everyone, and

she is going to bring back all her fans.
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